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Scale Computing Wins Virtualization
Company of the Year Award for
Second Year in a Row at SVC
Awards
Scale Computing Wins Virtualization Company of the Year Award for Second Year in
a Row at SVC Awards.
Company selected for award based on public voting

INDIANAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Scale Computing, the leading provider of
hyperconverged solutions, today announced the company won the Virtualization
Company of the Year award for the second year in a row at the Storage,
Virtualization, Cloud (SVC) Awards, held November 27 at the Montcalm Hotel, Marble
Arch in London. The SVC Awards honor products, projects, companies and teams
operating in the storage, virtualization and cloud sectors, recognizing the
achievements of end-users, channel partners and vendors alike. Winners are
selected based on votes received by the public.

"Receiving this award for the second year validates our efforts to deliver a
hyperconverged infrastructure solution that is easier and more cost-effective than the
more complex legacy offerings," said Jeff Ready, CEO at Scale Computing. "The
market is overwhelmingly embracing our HC3 full-stack hyperconvergence solution
integrating storage, servers and virtualization in one system."

SVC Awards winners are selected from a list of nominees who have met the entry
criteria outlined for each award category and are presented for public voting. For
more information on the SVC Awards, visit http://svcawards.com/index.php

About Scale Computing

Scale Computing integrates storage, servers, and virtualization software into an
all-in-one appliance based system that is scalable, self-healing and as easy to
manage as a single server. Using industry standard components, the HC3™
appliances install in under an hour, and can be expanded and upgraded with no
downtime. High availability insulates the user from any disk or server failure and a
unified management capability driven by the patented Ultra-Easy HyperCore
Software™, efficiently integrates all functionality. The result is a data center solution
that reduces operational complexity, allows a faster response to business issues, and
dramatically reduces costs. For more information, call 877-SCALE-59 or visit
www.scalecomputing.com.

For Scale ComputingBeth Bryant,
508-786-3013bbryant@marketrecognition.com
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